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IF THE SHOE FITS
TRW AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET has announced a
further range extension for its market leading chassis
programme. Comprising 70 new products, the range
extension covers 1,237 applications. 

Any business that manufactures or sells is operating
under increasingly tough conditions, as the consumer
becomes ever more demanding, so the company firmly
believes that range extensions such as this can only help.

In detail, the extension includes: 19 brake pads, seven
brake shoes, one shoe fitting kit, one master cylinder, 11
hoses and 25 steering and suspension parts.

Applications for the new references cover a wide
spectrum of marques and models, and include the
popular: Toyota Auris and Yaris and the Vauxhall Astra
and Zafira.
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MASTER FERODO
Federal-Mogul’s leading friction brand, FERODO, has
recognised the need to eliminate brake noise with its
new Thermo Quiet (TQ) Light Vehicle Brake Pad, which
provides a revolutionary solution to the problem.

The TQ range covers more than 90% of the European
car parc and each pad set is supplied either complete
with accessories matching O.E. standards or in some
cases, notably prestige German vehicles, TQ is sold with
even more fitting
hardware, such as
wear indicator
leads which are
usually sold
separately for
such applications. 

The pad
eliminates noise
and vibration by
using advanced
dampening
material that’s
discharged through holes in the backing plate, in
tandem with an underlayer, allowing reduction of noise-
causing vibration and other brake-related energy. This
means heat is spread over the total pad surface area,
making for an almost silent performance, not to
mention an extended pad life.
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BOR IN ORDER
Launched with the claim to be the ‘holy grail’ for
vehicle oil, NANOBORON UK is clearly confident
that in the shape of BORPower it has a product
from which you can derive numerous benefits. It

is an oil additive which the company
says has been scientifically proven to
improve fuel consumption. 

Other product benefits include:
extended engine life span (up to
100%), reduced maintenance costs
and prolonged service intervals.

Efficiency-wise, it is said to
improve engine power, lessen
engine wear, reduce oil
temperature and also last up to an
impressive 40,000 miles of vehicle
use. Finally, the product is
environmentally friendly – being
non-toxic, non-acidic and

chemically inert – which
results in less emissions,
waste and engine noise.
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SAFE AS HOUSES
A safe is a must-have item for a business.
SEALEY currently stocks four models in various
sizes ranging from small to large. The heavy-duty
construction features a powder-coated finish and
the compact design, pre-drilled holes and
security fixings allow the safe to be hidden away
discreetly. Supplied with twin locking bolts, the
safes are easily operated via an electronic
keypad accepting a combination of between
three and eight
numbers. Features
include three LEDS
showing security,
power and
operating status
and features
battery back-up
and manual
override.  
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